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This pamphlet documents seminar research and projects for Urban Media Lab: 
Waste, a project-based seminar taught by Jessica Blaustein in the New School 
Department of Media Studies and Film, Spring 2011. All documentation has 
been produced solely for educational purposes, for private use by its contribu-
tors and not for commercial distribution to others. NO part of this pamphlet 
may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means for non-
educational purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION

Unlike household waste that piles up, or that you decide to 
discard, what you throw away on the street doesn’t make you 
who you are. There’s no problem with consuming when you’re 
not accumulating waste. Like little landfills on every corner, street 
waste receptacles function as post-consumer no-man’s lands. 
Single-use objects and the perceived ownerless space of the 
street work reciprocally, mediated by the street receptacle, to 
sever the relationship between consumer and waste object dif-
ferently than elsewhere. In the moments we engage that street 
receptacle, it defines our relationship with waste, either as a 
process of disavowal or—in the case of movements like freegan-
ism—reclamation.

Street waste in New York City performs contradiction. As a 
proportion of the city’s total refuse, street waste’s material weight 
is minuscule, accounting for only 2.5% of all waste in the city 
(“Public Space” 6). The Department of Sanitation picks up the 
weight of a year’s worth of the street basket waste in just a week 
and a half of residential waste collection (“Public Space” 5). But 
it’s extremely visible, the most public expression of our collective FIGURE 1: New York City Public Space Recycling Pilot Program, 2007
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purposes, the specific implementations of the public recycling 
pilots—variations in the receptacles’ design and accompany-
ing advertising campaigns, for example—matter less than the 
two cities’ comments following the studies. In New York, paper 
recycling receptacles were found to be highly successful, with 
contamination rates under 5% (“Public Space” 24). This repre-
sents a significant diversion, since recyclable paper accounts 
for nearly a third of street waste. Bottle and can recycling was 
far less successful, though, with an average 37% contamination 
rate and overall lower tonnages than paper recycling (“Public 
Space” 30). So, following the pilot’s conclusion, the Sanitation 
Department scaled back the project, taking public recycling con-

FIGURE 2: New York City Public Space Recycling Pilot Program, 2007. 

waste. We prefer waste to be hidden because when we look at 
it head-on, spilling onto the street, waste shows the order isn’t 
functioning perfectly. Throughout this study, efforts by various 
groups to reduce the appearance of street waste, to repress the 
specter of consumption, therefore take on political and philo-
sophic dimensions. As do acts of reclamation and the reuse of 
street waste, which remind us, as Foucault teaches, of waste’s 
inverted potential productivity.

Lost opportunities to recycle street waste, made obvious by 
these reclamations and justified in the city’s own studies, reflect 
the complicated position of street waste in the broader urban 
waste stream. In New York City, there are currently 178 public 
paper recycling containers and 178 bottle recycling contain-
ers, but thousands of catchall waste receptacles, the entirety of 
whose contents end up in landfills (“NYC’s Recycling Bins”). This 
is despite the fact that, according to a 2005 study conducted by 
the Department of Sanitation, 47% of waste from street baskets 
could be recycled (“Public Space” 1). Combining that ratio with 
the proportion of street waste in the city’s overall waste collec-
tion yields a simple fact, which clearly defines the small material 
incentive to recycle street waste: if every last bit of recycling from 
every last street basket in New York City were properly recycled, 
it would account for only a 1% diversion from total waste.

Despite the comparably minimal material benefits, in 2007 New 
York implemented a Public Space Recycling Pilot across the five 
boroughs. Their study parallels a similar pilot this year in Saint 
Paul, MN, a city whose city government recently committed to 
become a zero-waste city by 2020. From the outset, a sort of 
post-consumer optimism differentiates Saint Paul’s public recy-
cling expectations from New York’s, whose study’s introduction 
addressed the prospect of zero-waste plainly: “Obviously, such 
a scenario would not be possible” (“Public Space” 7). For our 
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tags, functioning primarily on the web component to our study 
(http://nycwastestreams.com), to encourage broader dialog. 
Though functioning here in relation to the street, these themes 
bring of questions of waste in general: how people construct 
individual identity through waste, who is accountable for waste, 
how waste functions in place branding, incidences of corporate 
greenwashing, the use of water, opportunities for recycling, how 
corporations and other entities push costs to consumers and 
the environment, how waste interfaces with germs and infection, 
and finally, how waste provides moments of activism. 

tainers out of many parks and keeping them primarily in places 
where people congregate for lunch, rather than simply pass by. 

Saint Paul experienced lower contamination rates than New 
York—an average of 10% across all public recycling receptacles 
(“Best Practices” 59)—but the most jarring difference between 
the two cities’ pilots was how Saint Paul actively positioned 
public space recycling as a public awareness campaign. More 
than simply removing recyclables out of the waste stream, their 
report describes public recycling functioning positively to “create 
and support a culture of recycling and demonstrate the value of 
recyclable materials—elevating recycling above wasting” (“Best 
Practices” 6). While New York aims for an “extremely optimis-
tic… 60% capture rate for public space recyclables,” Saint Paul 
sees their pilot inaugurating a social transition to accommodate 
collection infrastructure to manage public compost (“Public 
Space” 7; “Best Practices” 34). When faced with various collec-
tion barriers, Saint Paul’s report always counter with the same 
solution: targeted education.

With that in mind, this pamphlet traces three refuse objects of 
street waste—the cigarette, the tomato, and the plastic bottle—
charting moments of mediation as these objects move through 
the waste stream. First, we examine the object’s specific ma-
teriality, then the site of its common public receptacle, followed 
by increasingly scaled out analysis of waste pertaining to that 
object on neighborhood, citywide, national, and global levels. By 
engaging street waste in this way, we preserve a sort of linearity 
while engaging different social contexts and overlapping waste 
systems.

Gestures of disavowal and reclamation define our waste 
streams in time and space, but a number of themes intersect 
across the three case studies. These themes become contextual 

IDENTITY
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CIGARETTES

Image by lanier67

JEN RHEE
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
This project addresses the growing problem of cigarette waste 
from a media studies perspective. It explores the ways in which 
the habits of cigarette consumption and discard relate to our 
cultural understandings of cleanliness, defilement, and health 
– and how these associations in turn effect the construct of 
“the street” as a social space that mediates between private 
and public interests. In analyzing the specific rhetorical meth-
ods employed by anti-litter initiatives (and related anti-smoking 
campaigns), it also frames these projects within broader cultur-
al, social, and historical contexts as they play out on regional, 
municipal, national, and global scales.

REFUSE OBJECT

CIGARETTES

THE LAST SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE FORM OF LITTER
Cigarettes are by far the # 1 most littered item in the world. In 
2009, tobacco products made up 38 percent of all U.S. road-
way litter (FIGURE 1). As reported by the International Ocean Con-
servancy, they also make up 38 percent of worldwide debris 
in the world’s oceans (FIGURE 2). Moreover, contrary to popular 
belief, cigarettes are not  biodegradable. Since tobacco is or-
ganic, it is a commonly held assumption that they do not have 
a lasting impact on the environment. In reality, most cigarettes 
filters are made of plastic cellulose acetate, and take decades 
to degrade. In a world that is increasingly environmentally-
conscious, cigarette litter is both an everyday part of urban 
life, and a growing problem with global effects that would likely 
surprise most smokers used to casually tossing away their butt 
on to the street. 
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FIGURE 1: “Number of Ocean Debris Items, Past 25 Years.” Data from the Inter-
national Coastal Cleanup Global Summary, Ocean Conservancy, 2011. 

FIGURE 2: Aggregate Composition of Litter, U.S. Roadways. Data from Keep 
America Beautiful: “Litter in America” 2009 Executive Summary
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TRASH RECEPTACLE

Before examining the rhetorical methods employed by anti-litter 
discourse, it is helpful to first examine some different ways in 
which discarded cigarettes can enter local and municipal wast-
estreams depending on the smoker’s choice of disposal (FIGURE 3).

STREET DISPOSAL 
Due to their lightness and buoyancy, littered cigarettes are typi-
cally washed into sewers and storm drains, where they enter 
the water supply. This is particularly dangerous during wet 
weather situations, when storm water is not treated before being 
released into the rivers and seas. Discarded cigarettes release 
toxic chemicals like nicotine, benzene and cadmium, which 
threaten water quality and the health of fish and other sealife.
[1] According to Thomas Novotny, a professor of global health 
at San Diego State University, recent experiments have shown 
that one butt has enough toxins to kill half the minnows in a liter 
of water in 96 hours.” (“Cigarette Butts”). The effects of such 

toxicity are particularly alarming when compounded. In 2010, 
nearly 2 million cigarette filters/butts were picked up interna-
tionally from beaches and inland waterways as part of the 
annual International Coastal Cleanup in 2010 — 38 percent of 
worldwide debris in the world’s oceans (“Tracking Trash” 1).
 
ASH RECEPTACLES 
Anti-cigarette litter groups typically advocate the use of per-
sonal ashtrays and ash-only receptacles, claiming that they are 
the most effective methods of reducing cigarette litter. 

Responsible disposal does not render cigarettes harmless, 
however.  Cigarettes discarded in this fashion typically wind 
up in landfills, where they continue to release toxins into the 
environment. And since cigarettes filters are made of plastic 
cellulose acetate, they can take decades to degrade.

TAGS

WATER
RECYCLINGTHE STREET / ASH RECEPTACLE
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WATER
RECYCLING

A CIGARETTE BUTT
IS  THROWN INTO AN ASH 

RECEPTACLE IN MIDTOWN MANHATTAN
IS  TOSSED INTO THE STREET  

IN MIDTOWN MANHATTAN

AND ENTERS A STORM DRAIN

IT’S CARRIED TO A WASTEWATER  
PLANT IN BROOKLYN

THEN SWEPT INTO THE EAST RIVER 

AND THEN DOWNRIVER INTO THE ATLANTIC OCEAN

WHERE IT RELEASES TOXINS AND  
THREATENS AQUATIC WILDLIFE

WHERE IT TAKES DECADES TO DECOMPOSE,  
RELEASING TOXINS INTO THE AREA

WHERE IT’S PICKED UP BY 
SANITATION WORKERS

AND TAKEN BY TRUCK TO A  
TRANSFER STATION IN NJ

AND FROM THERE TO A LANDFILL 
IN PENNSYLVANIA

WHERE IT’S RETRIEVED BY  
ECOTECH DISPLAY WORKERS

AND TAKEN TO A CIGARETTE RECYCLING 
WAREHOUSE IN STATEN ISLAND

STORED FOR FUTURE REUSE AS BUILDING  
INSULATION OR PROTECTIVE COATING

UP-CYLCING INITIATIVES
In recent years, cities, municipalities, and companies have been 
exploring different ways to reclaim and recycle used cigarette 
filters, as well. In May 2010 for instance, NY Assemblyman 
Michael G. DenDekker proposed a bill that would create a 
statewide cigarette-recycling program, in which recyclers would 
collect a one-cent deposit on every cigarette. New York based 
company EcoTech Displays is also looking into the market; they 
currently collect used filters from ashtrays set up outside the 
city’s bars and restaurants, then store them in a warehouse for 
possible future uses (ie. building insulation or protective coating 
on steel rigs). [2]  

FIGURE 3: Wastestream diagram by Jen Rhee

[1] According to the UN International 
Maritime Organization, 177 species 
of marine animals and 111 spe-
cies of shorebirds are affected by 
tobacco litter causing unnecessary 
malnutrition, starvation, and death 
(California Coastal Commission 
2003, UN International Maritime 
Organization) 

[2] EcoTech Displays brands itself as 
am “out of home advertising option 
with a “green” difference” ( www.eco-
techdisplays.com/).
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City Councilman Simcha Felder, Times Square experienced a 
63 percent reduction in its cigarette litter after the installation of 
the receptacles (Felder 1).  

Despite the success of the initiative, the presence of smokers 
in such as crowded and visible area remained a problem -- 
particularly for local business owners with a vested interest in 
growing tourist revenue. In April 2011, the City Council passed 
an act that stipulated that any smokers lighting up in New 
York’s municipal parks or beaches—including pedestrian public 
areas like Times Square—
would be fined $50.  Although 
the outdoor smoking ban was 
strongly supported by the Times 
Square Alliance, the legisla-
tion resulted in smokers’-rights 
groups holding protests against 
the ban, calling it an infringe-
ment on the rights of people. 

IDENTITY
PLACE BRANDINGTIMES SQUARE

NEIGHBORHOOD

Times Square represents a particularly rich case study with 
which to address the subject of cigarette litter – in part because 
of its history an iconic symbol of NY and America, and in part 
because it’s been heavily impacted by the anti-smoking legisla-
tion over the past 10 years. 

TIMES SQUARE TODAY
In 2002, the city-wide smoke free air act removed smoking 
from most workplaces including restaurants and bars. The 
2002 act, combined with higher cigarette taxes and an aggres-
sive anti-smoking advertising campaign, succeeded in reduc-
ing smoking among New Yorkers by almost a third (source). 

As indoor smoking bans meant more cigarette butts accumu-
lating outside of buildings, however, the act also succeeded in 
exacerbating the cigarette litter problem. In 2007, to address 
the growing problem, a group of local business owners – the 
Times Square Alliance [3] – installed cigarette receptacles in 
area in conjunction with Keep America Beautiful. According to 

[3] The Times Square Alliance’s 
primary focus is to promote busi-
nesses and encourage economic 
development, including tourism. As 
part of this work, it employs its own 
Public Safety Officers and more 
than 50 uniformed “Sanitation Asso-
ciates” responsible for sweeping the 
sidewalks, removing garbage bags, 
and emptying public litter baskets.

TAGS
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IDENTITY
PLACE BRANDING

TIMES SQUARE THEN 
The anti-smoking debate in Times Square represents a sce-
nario in which the streets of NYC have become a contested 
territory, mediating the interests of private individuals and public 
forces.
  
Of course, the isn’t the first example in which the streets of 
Times Square have been battled over in this fashion. From 
1900-1940s, for instance, the area was a bustling cultural and 
industry hub. With its publishing houses, theaters, music halls, 
and hotels, the neighborhood was a celebrated symbol of New 
York City’s rapid growth — and an iconic national symbol of 
America’s power. In the subsequent decades, however, Times 
Square acquired a reputation as a seedy, dangerous place. 
In the 1990s, under Mayor Giuliani, the City Council made an 
effort to “clean up” the neighborhood. Around the same time, 
in 1992, local property owners banded together to form a 
Business Improvement District (BID). This BID (which eventu-

FIGURE 4: photo by Jen Rhee

[4] The success of the Times Square 
Alliance also points to a growing trend 
toward the privatization of urban street 
waste removal. NYC has a large net-
work of business improvement districts 
which fund sanitation forces that run 
independently of the municipally-
operated Department of Sanitation. 
These auxiliary forces typically follow a 
model of “neighborhood beautification” 
intended to foster tourism and benefit 
businesses, property owners, and 
residents alike. The tourism industry 
promotes beautiful public spaces as a 
way to attract visitors -- and anti-litter 
activists argue that unsightly cigarette 
waste can cause a loss of revenue for 
the industry. 

ally would turn into the Times 
Square Alliance) addressed 
local issues such as sanita-
tion, security, pornography, 
and homelessness, with the 
goal of creating more upscale 
and tourist-friendly establish-
ments in the area.[4] 

As noted by a number of 
scholars, activists, and histo-
rians, the “cleanup” of Times 
Square was just as much 
about restoring the “proper” 
social order as it was about 
clearing out unsightly material 
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“Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and 
classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves 
rejecting inappropriate elements. This idea of dirt 
takes us straight into the field of symbolism and 
promises a link-up with more obviously symbolic 
systems of purity.”     
- Mary Douglas

FIGURE 5: Times Square in the 1970s, image courtesy of the New York 
Historical Society

waste. The rhetoric of social and physical “contamination” was 
clear; under the guise of urban revitalization, the activities of 
the BID, together with increased police presence, succeeded 
in pushing out sex workers, drug dealers, homeless, and queer 
people from the site in droves.
 
The urban renewal efforts of the 1990s offer some interesting 
parallels and counterpoints to the anti-smoking efforts of today. 
In both cases, the reduction of waste is framed as a matter 
of civic pride—a way for the citizens of New York to “reclaim” 
their streets from those considered marginalized, deviant, or 
otherwise dangerous to the public health. By pushing those 
individuals further out to the distant edges of the geographical 
periphery, they also regulate social mores and behaviors in 
ways that create marked distinctions between “healthy” bodies 
and “unhealthy” ones [5]. 

 
 

[5] For additional readings on Times 
Square, see Sex, scams, and street 
life: the Sociology of New York City’s 
Times Square, by Robert P. McNa-
mara, and Times Square Red, Times 
Square Blue, by Samuel Delany
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 NYC SMOKING BAN
THE CITY

A HEALTHY BODY,  A HEALTHY CITY 
As evidenced by the example of Times Square, place-based 
communities brand themselves powerfully through their rela-
tionship with their trash. In New York City, this process typically 
comes about through a combination of educational initiatives, 
commercial interventions, and municipal legislation that all con-
tribute to the politics and discourse of urban “health.” Unsur-
prisingly, notions of economic health [6] (the municipal cost of 
litter removal) and environmental health [7] (the blight of litter) 
are deeply interconnected in the discourse of public health and 
secondhand smoke in the city.  

AIR POLLUTION AND PUBLIC HEALTH
The material “waste” produced by the process of smoking is 
not limited to the physical butt or filter. Secondhand smoke is 
an important waste product of smoking, one that is rendered 
especially hazardous in its ability to physically enter the bod-
ies of non-smokers. Here, the construct of “the street” as the 
site of mediation between private interests and public forces 
again takes on a powerful symbolism. The process of smok-
ing, while carried out in the space of the street, is immediately 
transformed from a private act of consumption to a public 
act of evacuation (this distinguishes the cigarette from most 
waste objects, in which the threat of contamination begins at 

“Smoking in parks and beaches not only harms 
people trying to enjoy these recreational facilities, it 
also causes a litter problem that harms the beauty of 
our parks. Cigarette litter is difficult and expensive 
to clean up and is a hazard to children, pets, and the 
environment... it accounts for 75 percent of all litter 
on beaches and 33 percent of all litter in parks.”   
- Mayor Mike Bloomberg, 2011

ACCOUNTABILITY
IDENTITY
PLACE BRANDING
GERMS/INFECTION

TAGS
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point of disposal as opposed to the point of consumption). As 
evidenced by the spate of heated debates in response to the 
smoking bans of the last decade, the process also brings into 
sharp relief the tensions between individual and social orders 
as mapped along politics of urban citizenship, public health, 
and civil liberty.[8] If the 2002 indoor smoking ban resulted in 
the city “reclaiming” interior spaces for its non-smoking citizens 
– thereby creating a new interior “public” sphere – the 2011 
outdoor smoking ban further redefined the borders of public 
and private space, by creating new spatial reconfigurations of 
social, political, and cultural life on “the street.

[6] Studies have shown that the 
clean-up costs associated with 
cigarette litter are substantial; a litter 
audit in San Francisco, California, 
found the clean-up cost to be more 
than $5.6 million annually (http://
www.legacyforhealth.org/4299.aspx).

[7] There is growing momentum 
across the U.S. to pass laws keep-
ing cigarettes out of urban parks 
and beaches.  As of April 2011, 507 
municipalities (including Chicago, 
San Francisco and Los Angeles) 
have prohibited smoking in their 
parks.

[8] Opponents of the smoking ban 
argue that smoke disperses quickly in 
open air, and that transient exposure 
to secondhand smoke does not pose a 
lasting health hazard.
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KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
THE U.S. 

Perhaps more than any other material waste object, cigarettes 
serve as a daily reminder of how hazardous our throwaway 
commodity culture can be. Considering the negative effects of 
cigarettes, both in terms of their consumption and disposal, why 
do so many urban dwellers continue to smoke?

A critical discourse analysis of the anti-litter movement sheds 
light on some of the wider social and political forces at work in 
the construction and legitimation of the tobacco industry. One of 
biggest and most powerful anti-cigarette litter campaigns today 
is the Cigarette Litter Prevention Program, sponsored by Keep 
America Beautiful (KAB). According to the KAB web site, the 

program is “designed for community, municipal and business 
leaders seeking to reduce the impact of cigarette butt litter.” 
Prior to the program’s launch in 2002, the issue of cigarette 
disposal was virtually absent in the broader national discourse. 
Since then, KAB has succeeded in raising awareness of 
cigarette litter as a national concern, and directing a significant 
amount of media attention to its cause.  

A closer examination reveals some troubling aspects of the 
campaign, however– including the fact that it’s sponsored 
by Phillip Morris.[9] As scholars such as Elizabeth Royte and 
Heather Rogers have noted, Keep America Beautiful was one 

ACCOUNTABILITY 
GREENWASHING
ACTIVISM

TAGS
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of the first and most effective greenwashing corporate fronts 
that attempted to divert responsibility from industries that 
manufactured harmful products.[10] Today, the tobacco indus-
try partners with KAB and similar organizations for a variety of 
reasons: to help maintain the social acceptability of smoking, 
to create the potential for alliances between tobacco control 
and environmental advocates, and to create a new target for 
regulation – the individual citizen-consumer. 

Ultimately, KAB rhetoric holds smokers accountable for 
improperly disposing of their cigarettes, while diverting atten-
tion from the potential of broader tobacco legislation. Media 
mentions of KAB and the Cigarette Litter Prevention Program 
generally focus on industry-acceptable solutions (such as 
volunteer clean-ups, the installation of ashtrays, and clean 
outdoor air laws), and are overall neutral or positive toward 
the tobacco industry. 

The greenwashing effect also helps explain why it is so diffi-
cult to find examples of anti-litter campaigns that align them-
selves with anti-smoking rhetoric. By shifting the debate from 
the latter to the former, companies like Phillip Morris sever the 
rhetorical connections between the politics of tobacco produc-
tion and the politics of tobacco disposal.

[9] Examples of KAB’s corporate 
greenwashing is by no means lim-
ited to Phillip Morris.  Other corpo-
rate sponsors of the Keep America 
Beautiful campaign include The 
Aluminum Association, Nestle, 
Pepsico, Colgate-Palmolive, and 
The Coca-Cola Company 

FIGURE 8:  One of Keep America Beautiful’s iconic 1970s ads featuring Iron 
Eyes Cody. Image courtesy of Keep America Beautiful.  

FIGURE 9:  KAB supported fines and jail time for “litterbugs,” who were scape-
goated in response to the growing garbage problem. Still from the 1963 film 
Heritage of Splendor, narrated by Ronald Reagan and sponsored by Keep 
America Beautiful. 

[10] Royte and Rogers write about 
KAB as one of the first organiza-
tions that helped construct the 
modern concept of litter. KAB was 
founded in 1953 as a response to 
Vermont 1953 attempt to outlaw 
disposable containers.
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TOBACCO INDUSTRY
The World

In 2010, the company reported revenues of over $66 billion 
(“Global Tobacco Industry”). A large percentage of these profits 
came from exports to other countries.[11] Due to anti-smoking 
initiatives such as public smoking bans, advertising restrictions, 
health warnings, and high taxes, smoking is declining precipi-
tously in the domestic market and other first world markets. 
As a result, multinational tobacco firms are intensifying their 
efforts in other regions of world—and expanding advertising to 
create demand. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), companies are aggressively recruiting new custom-
ers in low- and middle-income 
countries nations in particular. 
84% of the estimated 1.3 billion 
smokers today live in develop-
ing and transitional economy 
countries— a startling statistic 
(WHO, 3).
 
Tobacco companies have also 
been successful in lobbying 

As demonstrated by the case of Keep America Beautiful, ef-
forts by big-budget greenwashing campaigns displace respon-
sibility and blame away from the tobacco industry (and the 
governments that profit from it). In this context, it is particularly 
important to carefully consider the global flows of capital, 
resources, and labor through which the tobacco industry medi-
ates our conceptions of individual and social value.
  
WASTED LIVES
The tobacco industry sells about six trillion cigarettes each 
year globally (the market was worth about $614 billion in 
2009). The industry is highly concentrated, with a small num-
ber of firms controlling the majority of the market. China is the 
biggest market, but there the industry is state-owned. Outside 
of China, the four largest international tobacco companies 
(commonly referred to as “Big Tobacco”) account for about 
46% of the global market. Of these, Phillip Morris International 
(PMI), a subsidiary of Altria, is the world’s largest private to-
bacco company. 

TAGS

ACCOUNTABILITY 
ACTIVISM
EXTERNALIZING COSTS

[11] Until the 1960s, the United 
States not only grew but also manu-
factured and exported more tobacco 
than any other country. But recent 
years have seen a marked change, 
with foreign-grown tobacco being de-
livered to U.S. buyers at about 40% 
of the cost of domestic tobacco. The 
only growth market for U.S. tobacco 
since 1984 has been through the 
export of cigarettes.
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to relax the regulations governing the sales and marketing of 
tobacco products in other countries. As reported by the New 
York Times, Phillip Morris recently sued the government of 
Uruguay, claiming that its tobacco regulations were exces-
sive. WHO officials say the suit represents an effort by the 
industry to intimidate the country, as well as other nations that 
are considering strict marketing requirements for tobacco. The 
Uruguay government eventually bowed to corporate pressure, 
and agreed to amend its legislation to reduce the size of health 
warnings on cigarette packets. Uruguay’s gross domestic profit 
is half the size of Phillip Morris’ annual sales (FIGURE 11). 
 
WASTED WEALTH, RESOURCES, AND LABOR
Proponents of the tobacco industry argue that commercial 
tobacco production is a vital part of the American and world 
economy. Indeed, the U.S. tobacco industry contributes bil-
lions of dollars in tax revenue to the state and federal govern-
ment every year. Phillip Morris International alone repatriated 
about $10 billion of profits from global sales back to the U.S. 
government in 2008 (“Global Tobacco Industry”). But while 

FIGURE 10:  Tobacco farm in Wisconsin and tobacco stand in New Jersey. 
Photos by Peter Pateu.

FIGURE 11:  In 2010, Phillip Morris International won a suit against the govern-
ment of Uruguay for unfair tobacco legislation. As reported by the New York 
Times, November 13, 2010
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the tobacco industry can offers a significant source of global 
capital, governments also have a responsibility to protect their 
population’s health. Countries suffer significant economic 
losses owing to high health care costs related to smoking-
related illnesses. From the acreage used to grow tobacco to 
the resources used to manufacture, market, sell, and dispose 
of cigarettes, the total effects of the industry suggest to many 
people that this is not only a case of wasted lives, but also a 
case of wasted wealth, resources, and labor. 

CONCLUSION
A close examination of tobacco control and marketing brings 
into focus the ways in which individual and social orders of 
waste are mapped along politics of civil liberty, citizenship, 
public health. The widespread social acceptability of smok-
ing and cigarette litter across the globe implies the need to 
broaden the discussion of accountability to address bigger 
institutions than individual citizen-consumers or even individual 
municipalities. Meanwhile, impoverished communities in de-
veloping nations are quickly becoming the new market for an 
industry in decline. 

The systems of tobacco circulation, consumption and disposal 
reflect a profound inequality that is felt most forcefully by those    
who already exist in the margins of society. Villianizing individ-
ual smokers for improperly disposing of their cigarettes on the 
street or pushing them out further to the edges of the social/
geographical periphery will not adequately address these 
problems. As responsible global citizens who acknowledge 
the significance of waste in our culture, we must demand that 
industry and government forces act, not simply in response to 
the dictates of capital, but on behalf of environmental and hu-
man health more broadly. 
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La Tomatina, Biggest Food Fight in the World (photographer unknown)
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THE TOMATO
The tomato, an organic object, symbolic of sustenance and 
commodity, that is often relegated to the dumpster at the sight 
of slightest imperfection is useful in connecting, social implica-
tions of cultural, political, and social organization through street 
waste, excess and commodities brought on by global market 
economic exchange. The tomato, as opposed to the cigarette 
and plastic bottle consists entirely of organic consumable 
matter, and does not inherently produce waste. However the 
production and consumption of tomatoes locally and globally 
contributes to street waste streams not only in the domestic 
sphere, but also at the commercial level from the farm, to the 
factory, and to restaurants.   

PRODUCTION
Around 100 million tons of tomatoes are produced on 8.6 mil-
lion acres, establishing the tomato as second among vegetable 
crops worldwide. This is according data collected in 2004 
by the Food and Agriculture Organization of The United Na-
tions.  In terms of fruit production, the United States and China, 
Turkey Italy and India lead the way globally.  As for harvest 
production, China is a major source for tomato production (3, 
101,419 acres) and weight of fruit produced (30,102,040 Met-
rictonnes) (“Grow Tomatoes” 1). Additionally, around 8.5 million 
tons of tomatoes are cultivated in Europe annually, with around 
18%, or 1.5 million tons being sold directly to consumers, while 
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FIGURE 1: Photo by John Mahoney, December 2005

82% of these tomatoes ends up in processed foods including 
but not limited to ketchup, pasta sauce and canned goods. 
With regard to processed tomato exports, the EU contributes 
the largest quantity of canned tomatoes to the global produc-
tion stream.  The United States also plays a major role in the 
export of tomato products (see FIGURE 8).  In 2003, U.S. tomato 
paste exports reached 142,640 tons, up 25 percent from 2002, 
and up 80 percent from a decade ago (“Tomato Products Situ-
ation & Outlook” 1).

TOMATOES IN THE WASTE STREAM
Despite the fact that the tomato can be consumed in its entirety 
(aside from its stems), 4 million tons of tomato by-products are 
disposed of annually in Europe alone.  During processing, 40 
percent of the tomato’s material excess enters both the water 
and solid waste streams. Tomato canning facilities, for instance, 
generate wastewater during the unloading, peeling and cool-
ing processes. The remaining materials, mostly sugar and dirt 
enter the solid waste stream at these junctions.  A majority of 
this waste occurs because of the impervious, gelatinous make 
up of the seeds and skin. This material often remains through 
intestinal processing and makes its way to wastewater treatment 
facilities where it becomes part of waste water sludge, and is 
turned into spray used as a nitrogen enhancer.  The volume of 
this waste is immeasurable, and often goes unutilized due to lack 
of reprocessing technology (“Industrial Processes and Waste 
Stream Management p 435).

REUSE 
Vermi-composting, otherwise known as composting with 
earthworms can be used for converting the tomato industry 
waste into compost in environmentally sound ways.  Vermi-
composting encourages quick return of the organic matter 
back to the farm.  Additionally when thinking about the tomato’s 
waste products, the oils, in particular, are highly valued for their 
unsaturated fat content, and are repurposed as food additives 
during natural extraction processes explored through the Euro-
pean Union’s TOM(ato) project.  Researchers working with the 
project have recently discovered ways to purify waste streams 
resulting from tomato processing, using solvent at times despite 
chemical residues Using C02, along with water, scientists 
cleanse the resulting tomato sludge, before breaking down the 
remaining compounds through a purifying process called affinity 
chromatography (“Using Tomato Waste in Food Production”1).
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DUMPSTER

The dumpster, often thought of as the end site for commercial 
and large-scale residential waste streams is central to the 
counter cultural practice of dumpster diving. This exercise in 
waste reclamation emerges out of economic necessity, but also 
as a body of radical political practices born out of anti-consum-
erist systems of valuation. In reusing food obtained from waste 
receptacles, dumpster diners disrupt normative configurations 
of food consumption. As Michelle Coyne suggests,  “Key to the 
use of garbage as food is a reworking of our categories of dirt 
and of food hygiene where a consideration of the contradic-
tions in consumer culture and its use of space is interrogated. 
If the garbage is the “wrong” place to find food, then the store 
becomes, dichotomously, the “right” place. This is obviously not 
based on proof, but rather an unquestioned faith in location, 
one that is reflected in the use of partially arbitrary dates to 

“prove” the respatialization of food and that this respatialization 
automatically equals a complete degradation of quality” (Food 
Production to Destruction to Recovery” par8). One movement 
that seeks to redefine such categories, freeganism finds its 
roots in the leftist political ideologies of the anarcho-punk tradi-
tion. The word Freegan, combines the words free and “vegan”, 
a term used to describe the social practice of animal free food 
consumption, to suggest a lifestyle centered on non-traditional 
conceptions of commodity. Although this movement is centered 
on the redefinition and reuse of wasted food, it also encapsu-
lates a lifestyle which relies heavily on the excess of capitalist 
consumer society at large.

FOOD WASTE
One Fourth of all food produced for human consumption goes 
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FIGURES 2 and 3:  Wallpapered Dumpsters, photos by C. Finley

to waste. Our interest in this case study centers around waste 
produced at the commercial level, outside of the household or 
domestic sphere. But first I will start with some general interpre-
tations of food waste. The definition of food waste can be con-
sidered on a number of levels, including the material substance 
of the waste, how the food was produced, and where and what 
it was discarded from. Food waste as defined by the EU is “any 
food substance, raw or cooked, which is discarded, or intended 
or required to be discarded” (“Waste and Recycling” 3). Or as 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency food waste 
is “Uneaten food and food preparation wastes from residences 
and commercial establishments such as grocery stores, restau-
rants, and produce stands, institutional cafeterias and kitchens, 
and industrial sources like employee lunchrooms.” At the micro 
level, states have the power to shape food waste definitions in 
the interest of localized policies. Organic residues can repre-
sent 75 to 90 percent of a supermarket’s total waste stream 
and in schools, restaurants, and personal care facilities, organic 
materials make up an average of 74 percent of the total waste 
stream.4,5 (Organic residues include food scraps, soiled, non-
recyclable paper and cardboard.) (“Characterization of Municipal 
Solid Waste in the United States: 1998 Update p3).

According to the USDA, just over a quarter of the country’s 
food — about 25.9 million tons — gets thrown in the garbage 
can every year. At the same time, according to a study con-
ducted by the University of Arizona, that figure could be as 
high as 50 percent, as the University claims that the country’s 
supermarkets, restaurants and convenience stores alone throw 
out 27 million tons between them every year (representing $30 
billion of wasted food).  Methane, the gas food waste produces, 
traps 23 times as much heat in the atmosphere as the same 
amount of CO2, the EPA says. And landfills are the place you 
will find most of it — they account for 34 percent of all methane 
emissions in the U.S.
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REPURPOSING
The alternative flow for the food waste stream in commercial 
settings such as restaurants and commercial kitchens comes 
in the form of recycling and reuse which happens in multiple 
ways, including large scale composting, waste intervention 
through food banks, pantries, and through the repurposing of 
food excess for products such as bio-fuel. 

ORGANIC STREET WASTE IN BED-STUY BROOKLYN
In an effort to scale out my examination of organic waste, and 
waste reclamation to the neighborhood level, I would like to talk 
briefly about the Bedford-Stuyvesant, a neighborhood central 
to the borough of Brooklyn, NYC.  The Bedford-Stuyvesant 

neighborhood was established 1930 and  has long played a 
pivotal role in the cultural development of Brooklyn’s black 
population. Rich in historically significant landmarks for the 
black community, Bed-Stuy is known for being one of the old-
est free black communities in the United States (“Bed-Stuy on 
the Move” p3). Recent rapid gentrification has contributed to 
major shifts in the neighborhood’s ethnic, racial and economic 
make-up. Often times these shifts force poorer residents to 
move from the neighborhood, disrupting important community 
ties. However these same shifts can also turn in favor of the 
existing community, when residents reclaim abandoned lots for 
the purposes of community empowerment and development.  
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FIGURE 4: The Bed-Stuy Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), photo by 
Sanura Weathers

A prominent example of such reclamation can be found at the 
Bed-Stuy Farm, a complex community organization founded 
at the site of an abandoned lot. Founded in 2005 through the 
work of Brooklyn Rescue Mission’s Food Pantry along with 
other community organizations, the Bed-Stuy Farm functions 
to foster sustainable local food initiatives, and provide food 
to the surrounding neighborhood through the growth of fresh 
produce, and operation of a young farmers training center.  
The farm provides over 7,000 lbs of produce annually, feed-
ing over 4000 people monthly through an emergency food 
pantry (“Brooklyn Rescue Mission Inc. Food Justice for Bed 
Stuy ”  par1). Through the process of cultivating community par-

ticipation at various levels, and providing fresh local produce to 
community members in need, the farm operates as an example 
of the potential productivity that emerges from the excesses of a 
commodity driven society. In 2009 the Bed-Stuy farm engaged 
in a struggle with local government over the ownership of the 
space. The land, previously occupied by another non-profit had 
become heavily indebted to the city.  Community members as-
sociated with the farm successfully organized a public cam-
paign to save the land for continued use. The farm continues to 
thrive today (Video available here: http://brooklynrescuemission.
org/save.aspx). 
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NYC GREENMARKET
The Greenmarket, an urban farmer’s market emerged as part 
of the larger, national local food movement focused on food 
production which supports local self- reliant food economies.  
Born in 1976, at the hands of 12 farmers in midtown Manhat-
tan, the market has expanded to include over 54 markets and 
supports the protection of 30,000 acres of farmland (“Green-
market Farmer’s Markets p1). The Greenmarket is an integral 
component in the mediation between the farmer (the producer), 
the food (produced), the consumer, and the resulting food 
waste. Such spaces transform the street into a place other-
wise designated for the remnants of baskets overflowing with 
individual food excess, into vital public forums for food justice 
awareness, waste reuse, including compost depositories, food 
handling training and other community resource development 

venues. Farmer’s markets are particularly valuable in providing 
a space for food scrap collection, a feat that can sometimes 
seem unmanageable in urban environments where access to 
green space and minimal living space inhibit the storage of 
compostable waste.  

Around 17% of NYC’s waste stream. In an effort to cut back 
on food waste GrowNYC launched a 4month pilot program in 
March which would increase the number of compost collection 
sites associated with existing programs, such as The Lower 
East Side Ecology Center.  In turn, the compost becomes a 
part of regenerative process, supplying valuable soil for farms, 
gardens, and street trees (“Greenmarket Farmer’s Market p1).
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FIGURES 5 and 6: Compost Bins at NYC Greenmarket, top 
[photo by Andrew King) and Rikers, bottom (nyc.gov). 

RIKER’S ISLAND-COMPOSTING
Riker’s Island, home of 14,000 inmates, and arguably, a site 
for the physical exclusion of New York’s social detritus, keeps 
hidden, members of society deemed to exist outside streams 
of normative behavior. The city’s largest jail facility also creates 
30- 40 tons of food waste every day The DSNY has established 
a facility to deal with the large volume of food waste (FIGURE 6). 
The initial part of the processing takes place indoors, where 
the food scraps are combined with wood chips for several days 
before being moved for outdoor decomposition. Inmates in gar-
dening and landscaping use the final product. (Riker’s Island 
Food Waste Composting Facility” p1)
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WASTE RECLAMATION CULTURE
The U.S.

FOOD NOT BOMBS
Food Not Bombs, a grassroots organization that began in Cam-
bridge Massachusetts, serves as an example of food reclama-
tion working at the national level. The organization began as 
a group working to end hunger and resist globalization of the 
economy through community service and waste reclamation.  
Food Not Bombs, which serves food to the hungry through 
autonomous factions across the world, approaches the fight 
against hunger by serving vegetarian meals derived from the 
dumpster and donations of food that would otherwise find its 
way into the waste stream. Similar to the Freegan movement, 
the Food Not Bombs philosophy evolved from political activism, 
with a specific interest in anti-war initiatives. The organization 
relies on consent based democratic processes and organizes 
weekly meals for local communities, while also providing sup-
port during crisis such as Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans 
and the 9-11 attacks. Currently, Food Not Bombs is expanding 
their approach to reclamation to gardens, housing and by add-
ing new chapters regularly (The Story of Food Not Bombs).
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FIGURE 7: Vacant Lots in Detroit. http://sylvesterbrownjr.blogspot.com/ 

LAND RECLAMATION
As local non-profits such as The Brooklyn Rescue Mission in 
Bed-Stuy, and National grassroots organizations like Food Not 
Bombs grapple with the ever-evolving economic crisis, through 
reclamation of abandoned territories such as empty buildings 
and vacant lots, cities across the United States are beginning 
to evaluate urban renewal in terms of population shrinkage and 
shifts towards “semi-rural” compositions.   A prominent example 
of this can be seen in the current blighted municipality of De-
troit.  Formerly lauded as America’s epicenter for auto-centric 
industrial production, the city now lies in post-industrial ruins.  
The ruins include multitudinous sites of demolition; thousands 
of vacant buildings still stand in various states of neglect and 
disrepair.  Entire neighborhoods remain abandoned and have 
become the focus of urban planning developers with an interest 
in agricultural based rehabilitation.  A progressive plan aims 
towards the replacement of remnant structures with fertile 
farm fields, yielding fresh food, employment, and a sustain-
able agrarian infrastructure. “In fact, of all the cities in the 
world, Detroit may be best positioned to become the world’s 
first one hundred percent food self-sufficient city”, as Mark 
Dowie suggests (“Food Among the Ruins” p2).  As a result of 
this unparalleled rate of urban decay, Detroit’s government 
has been crippled, opening the door for innovative, grass roots 
approaches to economic exchange.  Residents of Detroit’s 
inner-city have developed informal economies to make up for 
the lack of municipal infrastructure.  “The cleaning and lighting 
of the streets, domestic refuse collection and even policing are 
carried out by members of the local community” (par 13 Detroit 
Location, Shrinking Cities).  
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FOOD WASTE & THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
The World

An analysis of the food waste stream at the street level, cannot 
be considered without thinking about its connection to the glob-
al food crisis. The privatization of natural resources worldwide 
can be linked to current epic proportions of food waste, hunger, 
malnutrition and death. The agricultural industry has rapidly 
replaced sustainable community farming, and has transformed 
the market value of food-as-sustenance to food-as-commodity, 
constraining public access to nourishment, particularly in de-
veloping countries. Policies enforced by organizations such as 
the International Monetary Fund, favor subsidized products that 
are sold in turn at costs lower than production value. Further-
more, because current models of the agricultural industry are 
heavily reliant on the production and use of oil, degradation of 
the environment and localized food economies is inevitable. In 
short multinational economic forces such as the International 
Monetary Fund exercise principal control over global food pro-
duction, essentially diminishing the existence of local farming 
and destroying farming communities. Intertwined in this system 

of global capital flow and food are the lives and labor of farmers 
who produce the food. 

Ghana
An investigation of the plight of the Ghanaian tomato farmers 
represents a manifestation of the effects of the aforementioned 
neo-liberal policies on the lives of a local farming community.  
Here as outlined in the video (“Trading Injustice: The Ghana To-
mato Story-Part 1), small-scale farmers are pressured into sell-
ing their tomatoes at prices well below what it costs to produce 
them.  Tomatoes are often left to rot in the fields as a result of 
policies imposed on the Ghanaian government by the IMF.  In 
exchange for loans, the Ghanaian government was forced to 
release its restrictions on tomato imports causing an influx of 
tomato goods into the local commodity stream. The farmer’s 
inability to make a profit lays waste to social ties and structures 
including the tremendous impact of suicides that have become 
a part of the Ghanaian struggle.  
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FIGURE 8: Tomato exports, Global Trade Atlas, USDA Foreign Agricultural
Service 2004.

FIGURE 9:  Ghanaian Tomato Farmers, www.african-initiatives.org.uk/. To see 
“Trading Injustice: The Ghana Tomato Story, visit www.african-initiatives.org.
uk/campaigns_resources/tomatoFarmers.htm

Conclusion
Through an expanded social examination of food waste, we 
can trace intricate patterns of social exclusion through streams 
of economic exchange. Linking rhythms of consumption in the 
developed world to systems of food production in developing 
nations, we can highlight the human cost of profit and excess. 
At the same time we can examine with hope and a critical eye, 
the counter culture revolutions that attempt to combat and inter-
fere with those cycles. 
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PLASTIC BOTTLE
DUNCAN COOPER

Collage by Duncan Cooper, water bottle from New York City Public Space 
Recycling Pilot Program
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As an object designed to be consumed on the go, sold on the 
street and for the street, in packaging made to be used and dis-
carded, the plastic bottle is an important symbol of contemporary 
street waste relations. Paul Standage, in his layman’s account A 
History of the World in Six Glasses, unwittingly foretells the final 
street state of an emptied drink container: “Bottled water would 
appear to be the ultimate triumph of marketing. If you can get 
people to pay so much for something that is already available 
at very low cost in their own homes, doesn’t that suggest that 
they will buy anything? Canned air, anyone?” (Standage 1). The 
empty plastic bottle holds nothing but nothingness, a simulacra 
of consumption drained of its content yet structurally unchanged, 
an undesirable, near-identical representation of its formerly val-
ued self, a hollow shell waiting to be productive again.

The plastic bottle rose to Western ubiquity during the late 20th 
century advent of discardable packaging and manufacturer-
sponsored anti-litter movements. According to Heather Rogers, 
writing in her essay “Message in a Bottle,” after WWII a conflu-
ence of new plastic technology and profit incentives contributed 
to a manufacturing sea-change from reusable to disposable. 
She writes: “It generated higher consumption rates, created new 
marketing possibilities, and allowed for the consolidation of the 
beverage industry… Since shoppers were willing to pay for the 
added price of the bottle along with the contents, manufacturers 

could introduce a new form of almost hidden consumption” (116). 
Like an Adornian nightmare, disposable packaging introduced 
the beverage industry to the multi-channel product strategy. 
Things have value to the degree that they can become a part 
integrated into the strategy of consumption, and discardable 
plastic bottles perfectly represent the deception built into a com-
modity perceived by consumers to have a lesser value, but that 
hands enormous profit opportunities to its producers.

The bottling industry’s successful campaign to preserve their irre-
sponsibility for post-point of sale materials, according to Heather 
Rogers, began bizarrely over the health of cows. When its farm 
animals started dying from ingesting discarded drink containers, 
Vermont banned the sale of single-use beverage packaging in 
its state. In response, a newly-created nonprofit funded by the 
American Can Company, Coca-Cola, the Dixie Cup Company 
and National Association of Manufacturers launched a campaign 
to divert responsibility for waste-able packaging—and, as Heath-
er Rogers writes, “awareness from the industry’s massive and 
supertoxic destruction of the natural world”—from manufacturers 
to the individual “litterbug” (“Green Machine” 143). Vermont’s law 
was overturned, as were countless proposed restrictions over 
the following decades, resulting in the near extinction of bever-
ages sold in reusable containers. Blaming wasteful consum-
ers, despite massive structural shifts that permit and practically 
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require excess, characterizes the entirety of the plastic bottle’s 
street waste stream, where at every turn seemingly responsible 
parties externalize costs and pass them onto individuals, other 
institutions, and ultimately the environment. In the early 2000s, 
owing to a number of improvements to plastic manufacturing 
and cultural consumptive shifts, “portable hydration” and single-
serve bottled water use exploded. According to studies by the 
Container Recycling Institute, in the three years from 2002 to 
2005, domestic sales of non-sparkling bottled water doubled to 
30 billion bottles, representing a seven-fold increase since 1997 
(Gitlitz 1). The industry had been constantly touting the health 
benefits of drinking water, creating a need to consuming on 
the go, which means packaging to jettison on the go as well. A 
number of complex marketing campaigns by prominent bever-
age manufacturers like Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, and Nestlé con-
tributed to normalize the once laughable practice of paying for 
water in prepackaged eight-ounce increments. Profits remained 
among existing beverage magnates, who in that eight year span 
transferred about 10% of their national soda sales to the more 
lucrative sales of plain water. Coca-Cola’s 1999 entrance into 
the bottled water market was particularly ironic in light of their 
1998 partnership with Olive Garden on a contest for servers and 
managers called “Just Say No to H20_ or H2NO for short, where 
they identified mutual opportunities to increase profits by pushing 
soda and other drinks on restaurant patrons and avoiding free 
tap water (“Deep Water”). The next year, for customers unwill-
ing to convert from tap water to soda, the company introduced 
Dasani, their own bottled water, and began launching campaigns 
to encourage people to drink more H2O. For example, they 
funded a $5,000 prize on Ideas.com, prompting contestants: 
“Many doctors have suggested that people should drink eight 
glasses of water a day. What ideas can you think of, that would 
make it easier for people to drink more water?” (“Deep Water”). 
Other manufacturers expanded on the benefits of drinking water 
beyond simple notions of a wholesome drink. For example, 

Starbucks’ Ethos Water, introduced in 2005, prompted consum-
ers beyond selfish health concerns to consider the water well-
being of the disadvantaged, donating five cents of the $1.80 
purchase of each bottle to a global water charity, imbuing bottled 
water consumption with a superior ethical dimension (Royte, 
“Waterlogged”). The final blow, long past the industry’s need for 
a final blow, came with a series of studies about sites of bacte-
rial content by the National Sanitation Foundation, first testing 
elementary schools and later, when contracted by Real Simple 
magazine, examining a wide range of public places. Twice, 
once in 2005 and for Real Simple in 2008, the NSF determined 
water fountains to be the most bacteria-laden public areas, eight 
times dirtier than a park sandbox and over 15 times more than a 
restaurant’s restroom door handle. Judged from a wide number 
of non-environmental perspectives, single-serve plastic bottles of 
water appear to be the least harmful drinks on the market. 

Today, according a study by Corporate Accountability Interna-
tional, plastic water bottles are our country’s fastest growing 
form of municipal waste, responsible for over 4 billion pounds of 
plastic waste sent to landfills every year (Leiba 19). We consume 
over 33 billion liters of bottled water annually, contained in ap-
proximately one million tons of PET, the recyclable plastic that 
constitutes 96% of bottled water packaging (Leiba 19). Produc-
ing those bottles required 2000 times the energy cost of produc-
ing municipal tap water, an energy input equivalent to between 
32 and 54 million barrels of oil (Geick 6). In fact, twice as much 
water is used in the production process, so every liter of bottled 
water sold represents three liters of water consumed (Geick 6). 
In a span of 50 years, benefitting from a model of externalizing 
costs, the beverage manufacturing industry crafted a consumer 
base in their own image, a buying populace for whom disposable 
packaging merely constitutes the vehicle for liquid service, and 
flooded the country with clean water in dirty packaging, left on 
our streets as residue.
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Consumption marketed as social activism, courtesy of PepsiCo’s Ethos Water, 
sold exclusively in Starbucks, and Matt Damon’s H2O Africa Foundation.

Stephen Colbert for the now defunct Tap’dNY, which sold purified, 
bottled New York City water, plus the company’s “manifesto.”
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Quite often these plastic water bottles end up in street waste 
receptacles, especially in cities like New York with inadequate 
public recycling programs. The BigBelly Solar Compactor 
introduces an environmentally-minded, local-level approach to 
containing street waste, but one that’s still inextricably tied to a 
system that disavows the broader costs of refuse.

BigBelly Solar was founded in Newton, MA in 2003 as the 
Seahorse Power Company, intending to harness alternative 
sources of energy, such as geothermal heat and offshore wind 
energy, but changed its name and focus after founder Jim Poss 
identified inefficiencies in Boston street waste collection (“Big-
Belly”). The company’s flagship product is a $4,000, 300-pound 

galvanized sheet metal compactor with a bin volume of 32 gal-
lons, a capacity roughly equal to that of a $100 Victor Stanley 
brand street trash can. But the totally solar-powered BigBelly 
machine is capable of automatically compacting its contents 
until the machine is ready for collection, typically holding about 
160 gallons of uncompacted waste, a volume equivalent to that 
of five uncompacted trash cans (“BigBelly”). Since it requires 
only one fifth the number of trash truck pickups, the company 
claims an 80% reduction in greenhouse gases and other 
collection-related pollutants. To further maximize efficiency, 
a wireless device inside the compactor communicates usage 
data to proprietary software—realtime bin volume and historical 
data is plotted on a map, allowing collectors to most efficiently 
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schedule and route pickups. Matching recycling kiosks that 
utilize identical functionality are available for paper, bottle/can 
and single stream recycling. According to their website, so far 
BigBelly has sold over 9,000 compactors to municipalities, park 
systems, universities, stadiums and corporate campuses. 

BigBelly Solar’s catchphrase is “eliminating the waste in waste 
collection,” and their compactors undoubtedly work to this end. 
As a symbolic disruption to the unsustainable neglect of street 
basket waste, a sneer to the lifeless steel trashcan that won’t 
talk back, BigBelly injects a certain progressive precision, a 
technocrat’s self-affirming street-level intervention. Descrip-
tions of the compactor’s materiality on the company’s site 
make obvious its intended role as an icon of the green future, 
claiming that as an “innovative and highly visible application of 
renewable energy to address real problems and challenges, 
the BigBelly system gets attention for its effectiveness and 
attractive design wherever it is deployed.” In fact, they say 
every BigBelly compactor is equipped to “provide high-visibility 
support for your own messaging… with several accessories 
that drive attention to the desired branding impressions.” Like 
plastic bottle packaging before it—and inside it, too, flattened 
into a mere shadow of its former clever self—the solar-powered 
trash compactor’s version of a healthy future diverts attention 
from the difficult task of changing patterns of consumption. 
More space to stuff our trash means we’re free to consume 
even more without waste overflowing the bins. The BigBelly 
brand conjures a natural process of digestion, of breaking down 
inputs into meaningful pieces and expelling the rest, but in its 
mechanical corruption of the body, no reclamation occurs, no 
vitamins are absorbed into the system. We open the compac-
tors mouth and feed it our garbage, but that waste only lingers, 
compacted in the gut into a tough little ball of shit, like a fecal 
impaction only excised via surgery.

FIGURE 1:  Duncan Cooper’s recreation of Will Etling’s “BigBelly Diagram,” origi-
nally for GOOD.is
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PARK SLOPE
NEIGHBORHOOD

Due to equipment failure, I lost the first part of my interview 
with the Park Slope Fifth Avenue Business Improvement 
District’s Executive Director Irene LoRe, also the owner of 
longstanding Slope restaurant Aunt Suzie’s. Aunt Suzie’s is a 
bit of a local enigma, with a dark wood and family photo decor 
New York Magazine once described as “gentle mafia,” and a 
hearty menu with dishes that claim to serve “Two Italians or 
four Yuppies.” She told me that last year an employee of the 
Atlantic Maintenance company pitched the BigBelly compac-
tors to the BID, who maintain a 30 block strip on Fifth Avenue. 
LoRe said the BID was attracted to the idea of an enclosed re-
ceptacle that could keep trash from spilling into the street and 
blowing around, so they bought six BigBelly trash compactors 
and installed them at five of the avenue’s busiest intersections. 

INTERVIEW WITH IRENE LORE

So what does the Fifth Ave BID do?
The first job of the BID is to keep the streets as clean as we 
can. I hate to say it, but garbage is my mission. Our biggest 
budget item is sanitation services, at over $60,000 a year. If 
you walk up and down the shops and the streets are littered 
with paper and trash, it’s not a nice feeling. So we subcontract 
three guys to come up and down the streets and sweep them, 
bag the garbage in the pails and put them alongside the pails, 
then sanitation comes and picks them up. Then we do promo-
tions and stuff like that all year round—we have holiday lights, 
a tree lighting ceremony, dancing under the stars in the sum-
mer, a scavenger hunt at the end of May. It’s my job to bring 
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people to Fifth Avenue. I can’t bring them to someone’s particu-
lar business, but I try to bring them to the avenue. 

Is Park Slope is particularly well-suited for BigBelly trash 
compactors?
I think so. This is a highly educated area, and people are tuned 
into environmental issues. As a community that’s interested in 
going green, BigBelly fits right in to that.

Is BigBelly the BID’s biggest project?
Yeah. 20 thousand bucks is a lot for us to spend. We actually 
bought four new and two refurbished. But with a 300 thousand 
dollar budget, you don’t really have any big projects, you have 
a lot of smaller ones. With [the cost of] sanitation, plus next 
year I hope to buy more BigBellys, that’s 80 grand. The rest 
goes for promotional things. We’re just a small neighborhood 
strip of mom and pops that’s trying to stay ahead of the curve. 

Ideally, would that be the only trash can on the avenue?
Honestly, I don’t think we would need them everywhere. If 
we had about 15 of those we would be fine for 30 blocks. 
We would have the regular old-style trash cans on the lesser 
trafficked blocks. It’s not like 42nd Street in Manhattan. The 
only place I can imagine needing one on every corner is Ninth 
Street, and on Ninth Street I already put two. I put them where I 
thought they would get the most use. I thought in terms of traf-
fic, not like, “I have 30 blocks and I’m going to divide them up.” 
I put them near the schools, near the park. You have a thou-
sand kids coming out of the junior high school every day.  

Two years ago, when you were a Merchants Association, 
did you hire extra sanitation?
There was no way. With the $200 a year [membership fee] we 
could only attract about 150 members. We financed a street 
fair to raise money for holiday lights, but that’s about the only 
thing we could do.

How much do normal trash cans cost?
I don’t know, that’s city property. The Department of Sanitation 
probably hate [BigBelly]. Most of the sanitation guys I’ve spo-
ken to don’t seem to like them. It represents change. It could 
mean jobs. But the thing is, in a BID they don’t really have to 
take care of them at all. It doesn’t impact on them the way I 
see it. Here in the BID, our guys are emptying them and putting 
them on the side just like we would if it wasn’t a BigBelly. 

That explains why on Union Street you have a BigBelly 
right next to a normal trash can.
Yeah, but I’m going to see what I can do about getting some of 
the trash cans off the street. 

Were there people opposed to installing them?
No, everybody seemed really in favor of trying. Since they’re 
relatively new, in a year we’ll have our own experience when 
we try to get more. I think they’re working and I think we 
needed them. So many other BIDs [that had already installed 

FIGURE 2:  Subcontracted Fifth Avenue sanitation worker, 
photo by Duncan Cooper
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them] were happy, so I said, “This seems like something that 
could work,” and by all accounts it has worked. It’s a very 
simple idea.

Do you use the wireless technology at all?
Not yet, but the next ones we get will probably have that in.

Have there been any complaints about having to touch the 
handles?
Nobody has said anything to me yet. You have to touch mailbox-
es, doors. Wash your hands, what can I tell ya? Generally it’s not 
very stinky. The trash is just a lot of paper, napkins, stuff like that

Why didn’t you order BigBelly’s recycling compactor too?
Money. Each of these things is thousands.

Are there ever talks about adding public recycling?
I think we’ll concentrate on the trash before we go to those, be-
cause visible trash is the biggest problem. It changes the whole 
look of a neighborhood.

Are there any groups in this area focused on recycling? 
Who leads those discussions?
I don’t really know. The Civic Council has a sustainability com-
mittee. There used to be a big recycling organization, but with 
the funding cuts not-for-profits have been experiencing, they 
disappeared a year ago.

Did you ever come across any similar receptacles?
No, as far as I know there’s only one company doing it. They’re 
holding a patent and they’ve got it sown up. They were delight-
ful. They were happy as hell to sell them. 

Your biggest problem was trash on the street, and they 
solved that problem.
Right. It’s not much more complicated than that.

SInce the Fifth Avenue BID’s primary concern was trash con-
tainment, not “the waste in waste collection,” their willingness 
to spend so much on a product seemingly tangential to their 
needs reflects the solar compactor’s place in the image econ-
omy. Since the BID’s subcontracted san-men already work on 
foot, since these workers already pick up trash that has spilled 
over and haven’t decreased their hours or salaries, and since 
by adding receptacles the BID has increased the number of 
plastic trash bags in circulation, Fifth Avenue’s BigBellys don’t 
reduce waste in street waste collection at all. Given the extra 
manufacturing needed to produce solar compactors, their net 
energy use has, in fact, gone up. Despite describing them-
selves on their website as the “Recycling Capital of New York 
City,” despite the high constitution of recyclable paper known 
to fill the avenue’s trash cans, the BID doesn’t concern itself 
with opportunities for intervention. It’s clear the Fifth Avenue 
BID’s conception of the green economy is one primarily driven 
by the cachet of new technology. Waste receptacles function 
in an ideological space: their material forms become a symbol 
of identity rather than necessitating even moderate structural 
changes that would actualize their gestural intentions.
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PHILLY THROWS GREEN
THE CITY TAGS
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than it’s predecessor (3). Resembling Park Slope’s claim to be 
New York’s Recycling Capital, Philadelphia proudly used their 
website to tout the Philly Throws Green initiative as instrumen-
tal in their quest to “become America’s Greenest City!” As we 
continue to scale out this study, the need to judge intentionality 
recedes and the impacts of implementation become clearer. 

Though the Philadelphia controller’s report ultimately maintains 
a positive outlook, from the outset describing its recommenda-
tions as aiming to positively “improve deployment and use of 
these trash compactors as well as any future improvement pro-
grams,” the report identifies inefficiencies and unrealized and 
deceptive claims across the board (Butkovitz et al. 1). The Phil-
adelphia controller’s report describes the city’s purchase from a 
united manufacturer and vendor—the sort of vertical integration 
reminiscent of plastic bottle manufacturing—as “susceptible 
to waste” (Butkovitz et al. 1). The report identifies anomalies 
in the purchasing process, where BigBelly effectively barred 
another authorized vendor of its products from competing for 
the city contract, and also notes nearly $20,000 of improperly 
charged interest (Butkovitz et al. 3). The report cites a number 
of problems in the deployment, care, maintenance, and use 
of the compactors, including “lack of proper planning, training, 
an over reliance on the vendor and not fully utilizing some of 
the purchased options,” and the total failure on BigBelly’s part 

As the defining feature of its 2008 “Philly Throws Green” initia-
tive, Philadelphia replaced 700 wire baskets in Center City, the 
third most populous downtown in the United States, with Big-
Belly compactors. It was the manufacturers largest order ever. 
Philadelphia had been making 17 trips each week to empty 700 
wire baskets throughout Center City, at an annual operating 
cost of about $2.3 million (“Case Study” 2). Through the pur-
chase and installation of 500 solar-powered compactors and 
210 recycling units—300 standalone compactors, 200 paired 
with a recycling bin—the city estimated a new annual operat-
ing cost of only $720,000, representing a 70% savings (“Case 
Study” 2). Performing those 17 collections per week required 
33 workers on three shifts, while performing the five collec-
tions per week under the new program should require only nine 
workers on a single shift (“Case Study” 2). The lease/purchase 
agreement between the City of Philadelphia and BigBelly Solar 
for the receptacles, wireless hardware and software, training 
and installation support, four year warranty and interest charges 
totaled $2,175,978, payable over three years (Butkovitz et al. 2). 
In December 2009, they ordered another 220 compactors.

A 2010 report by the city’s controller, Alan Butkovitz, exam-
ined the program’s implementation, tested claims of reduced 
manpower and operating costs, and ultimately sought to justify 
the purchase of a trash receptacle “37 times more expensive” 
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to provide the contracted route analysis that was supposed 
to precede receptacle installation nor bi-annual assessments 
after they were in place (Butkovitz et al. 1). Complaints among 
sanitation workers, whose jobs became immeasurably more 
technical, emphasize a certain wasted time to BigBelly collec-
tion, where the old exposed plastic bag has been protected 
by a locked door, and dislike engaging a mechanical interface 
they’re incapable of repairing if it malfunctions. Outside of a 
more carefully monitored corporate campus or academic insti-
tution, out in the city street, the BigBelly receptacle is suscep-
tible to any number of disabling damages, from car accidents 
to graffiti and compactor-jamming overloading. The controllers 
report also locates user concerns about aesthetics, a decrease 

in overall trash receptacles that reduces convenience, ease of 
use and health concerns, providing documentation of at least 
one case where the BigBelly handle was smeared in feces. It’s 
a simple-seeming change, but requiring people to touch street 
waste receptacles in order to use them runs wholly against the 
rejective gesture of “throwing out the trash.” Given the role of 
germ-fear in the plastic water bottle’s rise in popularity—and 
drinking is a more intimate act of ingestion, to be sure, but pub-
lic water engages a necessarily more regulated service than the 
sanitation of sanitation—it’s reasonable to expect some public 
discomfort with BigBelly compactors, and even more reason-
able to expect product updates to streamline a still incredibly 
new technology that would make Philadelphia’s millions of dol-
lars of solar compactors seem as outdated as the wire basket. 

The widespread introduction of new street waste technology 
creates friction as new processes butt against rituals of waste. 
To bastardize a quote from Mary Douglas’ “Purity and Danger,” 
in Philadelphia’s implementation of BigBelly solar compac-
tors we see “the whole universe harnessed to men’s attempts 
to force one another into good citizenship” (3). Philadelphia’s 
installation of a number of recycling compactors projects a 
sort of environmental consciousness that exceeds that of the 
Fifth Avenue BID, but the familiar tale of externalizing costs of 
consumption remains, creating new profit-driven networks and 
further shackling waste treatment  power relations to the status 
quo. As this study moves further from the individual, notions of 
cost shift, expanding from a few cents for the right to dispose of 
packaging, to the cost of branding and cultivating place identity, 
which characterizes purely economic decisions—in Philadel-
phia’s case a projected 
savings in excess of a 
million dollars—as moral 
imperatives to encour-
age sustainability. 

FIGURE 3:  Philly Streets Department

FIGURE 4:  Collage by Duncan Cooper, 
compiled from 2010 Philadelphia control-
ler Butkovitz’s report (opposite page)
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PLASTIC BOTTLE RECYCLING
The U.S.

On a national level, we can largely write the home consumer 
out of the street waste equation, reducing her activities to 
restricted patterns of consumption predetermined by structures 
of manufacturing. The greatest forces of street waste arise at 
an individual-less scale when fossil fuels are wrapped into the 
production of objects like plastic bottles, relying on the con-
veniently-foreign enemy of oil that BigBelly claims to combat. 
When viewed from a wider vantage, solar-powered compac-
tion totally fails to engage—and in fact immobilizes—resource 
conservation by concealing the principal evils of a globally 
integrated channel of plastic production. In 2005, the Container 
Recycling Institute estimated that 52 billion plastic bottles eli-
gible for recycling were sent to landfills and incinerators (Gitlitz 
2). Approximately 18 million barrels of crude oil were con-
sumed to replace those 2 million tons of PET tied up in wasted 

bottles (Gitlitz 3). There are opportunities for intervention, 
though, chances to reclaim the wasted bottle via increased re-
cycling, to follow Saint Paul’s lead in striving to “close the loop” 
and manufacture old bottles into new.

Historically, the most effective programs to encourage recycling 
in America have been the writing into law of container deposits, 
which inaugurate financial disincentives to wasting. Between 
1972 and 1986, ten states, including New York, enacted these 
so-called “bottle bills,” which reward consumers—or those who 
remove consumers’ improperly trashed recyclables from street 
waste receptacles—with rebates of a few cents per glass bottle 
returned. Whether it’s a result of the market benefit or the more 
visible and normalized process of recycling, states with bottle 
bills have glass recycling rates averaging 85-90% (Carlson 
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1293). Yet continued opposition from beverage distributors and 
municipal governments—whose curbside pickups would lose 
access and financial returns from collecting valuable recyclable 
materials—has halted the expansion of bottle bills for over twen-
ty years, and no states have extended the concept to plastic or 
paper (Carlson 1245). Environmentally sound policy changes 
that would oppose existing profit-structures for the powers-that-
be stand little chance of being enacted, and it’s no surprise that 
already-mobilized industrial powers secure the status quo. 

However, production with post-consumer plastics is on the rise, 
owing both to demonstrable marketing benefits and opportuni-
ties to cut production costs. While the nationwide PET recy-
cling rate declined by over 10% over the past 15 years, from 
nearly 40% in 1995 to nearly 28% in 2009, overall consumption 
rose phenomenally, so the tonnage of recycled PET has nearly 
quadrupled (Gitlitz 4). Advances in manufacturing plastics, 
combined with the wider availability of post-consumer PET and 
ever-increasing consumer demand for recycled packaging, 
have now made reuse in production financial responsible. In 
2007, Coca-Cola partnered with the United Resource Recov-
ery Corporation to invest $60 million to build the world’s largest 
plastic-bottle-to-bottle recycling plant, capable of producing 2 
billion 20-ounce Coke bottles a year, with an estimated reduc-
tion—if used to that capacity—of one million metric tons of 
carbon dioxide emissions (“Sustainability Review” 1). The plant 
is in South Carolina, but Coca-Cola also has recycling facilities 
in Switzerland, Mexico, Austria and the Philippines. To further 
drive demand for their new, more environmentally friendly bot-
tles and de-stigmatize still enormously-polluting production and 
consumption, Coke introduced a line of merchandise made 
from recycled PET bottles, including shirts with the phrases, 
“I’m wearing post-consumer waste” and, “My white t-shirt is 
green” (“Sustainability Review” 4). Even when environmentally 

responsible, production decisions are wholly determined by 
profit motives. 

If framing street waste in terms of manufacturing and recycling 
processes operating far from the site of deposit seems tangen-
tial, remember that in New York precisely zero plastic bottles 
thrown (or placed in a BigBelly) enter Coke’s new $60 million 
recycling facility, or for that matter any recycling facility. In New 
York City, and every one of the country’s cities with inadequate 
public recycling programs, street waste basket is a negation 
of the recycling stream, functionally banning certain practices, 
rendering every receptacle a leak in the closed-loop system. 

FIGURE 5:  Organic Light Sculpture by Queens, NY-based Rossi Projects LLC, 
“with the mission to offer well designed, natural and energy-efficient eco 
friendly lighting” (“Be Bright”)
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POST-CONSUMER PLASTIC TRADE
The World TAGS

Our final perspective of the plastic bottle and its integration 
into the street waste stream arises through international, post-
consumer plastic trade. The majority of our country’s recycled 
plastic bottles—55.6% in 2009, according to the American 
Chemistry Council—are shipped overseas, with about half of 
that going to Chinese companies, consuming new fossil fuels 
during the process of export (“Post-Consumer” 10). In China, 
post-consumer plastic bottles are made into textiles like fleece 
jackets, carpeting, strapping for pallets and fillings for sleep-
ing bags, products that return to the American street with no 
current secondary-recycling value (Royte, “Waterlogged”). With 
international post-consumer plastic exports, we see that the 
first act of recycled reclamation is in most cases also the last. 
The post-consumer plastic industry is enormously profitable: 

according to the Center for International Trade Development, 
overall sales of post-consumer plastic rose dramatically from 
$19 billion in 2005 to nearly $30 billion in 2008 (“Export Mar-
kets” 3). While new manufacturing technology like Coca-Cola’s 
new, tellingly-stateside bottle-to-bottle facility promise an ideal 
production cycle, this stream only picks up a small fraction of 
overall waste. 

The plastic bottle—whose prevalence in our country points 
directly to transnational corporate power, and whose material 
form focuses broad commodity forces into a single-use prod-
uct in the hands of individual consumers—leaves the hands 
of actors on the street forced to choose from a narrow range 
of programmed decisions (throw it on the ground or in a trash 
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can, or carry it to recycle somewhere else). Waste streams 
are programmed by different powers for different reasons, but 
all are ultimately based on rational, self-interested cost/benefit 
decisions. Street basket waste mediates disavowal via the 
objectifying “this is trash” gesture that concedes ownership of 
material waste to whoever is rewarded for reclaiming it. While 
individual consumers lack certain autonomy, their actions of 
consumption and wasting essentially mediate financial transac-
tions that precede and follow any personal contact with a piece 
of plastic, forming a crucial link in the chain of production, 
pickup, new ownership, and reproduction. 

When Italo Calvino calls taking out the trash “the first and 
condition indispensable being… [an act of] separating the part 
of me that remains from the part I must jettison to sink away 
into a beyond from which there is no return,” he is speaking 
of intimate household waste (“Pubelle Agreee” 104). Street 
waste, by virtue of its built-in on-the go temporality, is in some 
ways more divorced from the individual, so Calvino’s cleavage 
between subject and object enacted by street wasting is only 
here magnified. We use street waste to mediate notions of 
self and to establish us as powerful people distinctly separate 
from—and functionally irresponsible for—Nature. We make 
things and we use them. The ability to simply pronounce a 
thing “waste” and to abandon it in passing preserves a destruc-
tive gap between ourselves and the world.

FIGURE 6:  ECPlaza Network Inc, an online, Asia-based, business-to-business 
export marketplace
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